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Average monthly temperatures: Dark grey - monthly average; light grey - historical monthly average
Total precipitation: Dark grey - monthly total; light grey - historical total
Maximum monthly temperature: Dark grey - monthly maximum; light grey - historical maximum; green - historical extreme
Minimum monthly temperature: Dark grey - monthly minimum; light grey - historical minimum; green - historical extreme
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Heartwood Farm - FERGUS SHAND DAM Weather Station

Diagram showing average monthly temperature, total precipitation, maximum monthly temperature, and minimum monthly temperature for different months.
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Baba Link Farm, Earth to Table Farm, Simpler Thyme Farm (Jones Family Greens)- HAMILTON RBG CS and HAMILTON A Weather Station
Eva Mae Farm and Knuckle Down Farm - TRENTON A Weather Station
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Fertile Ground CSA, Nith Valley Organics - ROSEVILLE Weather Station

![Temperature and Precipitation Graphs](image-url)
Greta’s Organic Garden and BeetBox Cooperative Farm - OTTAWA CDA Weather Station
Kitchen Table Seed House - HARTINGTON IHD Weather Station
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Cedar Down Farm - MOUNT FOREST AND CHATSWORTH  Weather Stations
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Orchard Hill Farm, ST THOMAS WPCP Weather Station

[Graphs showing temperature and precipitation data over the year.]
Maplelane Farm and Table Community Food Centre - DRUMMOND CENTRE Weather Station
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The New Farm - COLLINGWOOD and RUSKVILLE Weather Stations
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Heartbeat Farm - LUSKVILLE and APPLETON Weather Stations
D&H Newman Farm - KINCARDINE and BLYTH Weather Stations
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Meadow Lynn Farm - DELHI CS and HAGERSVILLE Weather Stations
Field Good Farms - NORTH BAY A Weather Station
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Against the Grain Farms - MORRISBURG and KEMPTVILLE CS Weather Stations

 graphs showing average monthly temperature, total precipitation, maximum monthly temperature, and minimum monthly temperature over the months of the year.
Ann Slater Organics - WOODSTOCK Weather Station
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